
Our goal was to bring the products of our 10 years of experience in game 

development to the blockchain, as well as to create a visually and 

technically interesting game world. A world where everyone can choose 
one of dozens of strategies, and all the mechanics are absolutely open.
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• OnChain as the main technology of the game

• A unique visual execution for the blockchain

• The most interesting game mechanics

• Open and decentralized economy, depending only
   on the players

• Single Metaverse for more than 5 NFT collections

• Special opportunities for current holders and new
    opportunities for new members.

• DAO

Key features:

OpenSea:
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-seasides

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/OnChainArtworks

Discord:
https://discord.gg/jU4FsCr5tk

Vimeo:
https://vimeo.com/onchainartworks

Website:
https://onchainartworks.com



Our first collection caused a violent reaction from the 

community, which was a great motivation for the team. 

Perfectly matched palettes and vibe collections set the 

vector for the development of the following projects.

A nice bonus for the holders of our tokens was the 

collection of avatars created using the same technologies 

and color schemes.

All our collections are united by one idea and will allow the 

owners to take an honorable place in the future Metaverse 
of the project!

Story

https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-seasides
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-seaman


Our collections

OnChain Seasides OnChain Sands

OnChain Seaman OnСhain Nomad

https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-seaman
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-nomad
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-seasides
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-sands


NFT Collection

We present you a new collection of Airships.*
Graceful floating machines will not leave you indifferent.

In addition to the excellent visual performance, this 

collection has practical application in the future game. 

Owning one or more airships will give you an alternative 

view of some game mechanics.

*Free WL for holders



For holders of our tokens

OnChain Seasides
Each token of this collection gives a special marine vehicle 

for cargo transportation. 

  

OnChain Seaman
Each token of this collection gives a special captain, which  

greatly increases the efficiency of sea transportation of 

goods. 

OnChain Sands
Each token of this collection gives a special land vehicle for 

cargo transportation. 

  

OnСhain Nomad
Each token of this collection gives a special officer, which  

greatly increases the efficiency of overland transportation 

of goods.

https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-seaman
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-nomad
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-seasides
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-sands


Unique resource recycling system is the real jewel of
our game. 

The open game economy requires daily management to 
maximize profits, giving an indescribable gaming experience.

Communication with other players is the key to building 
complex production chains.

Military alliances will allow you not to worry about the safety 
of your resources.

Game



Game

World
The world consists of several biomes, each of 
which is filled with some resources and poor on 
others. It's up to you to spend time delivering 
resources from distant regions or buy them at 
the nearest hub!

Cities
Cities are a place where you can upgrade your 
working arsenal or sell resources at local markets 
that are in demand from local merchants. 
Depending on the players' trading operations, the 
situation with prices in cities may change.



Game

Base
Your base is a cozy place where you have to build production chains and the 
better you solve this task, the higher will be your place in the game.

Mining
Mining is one of the important game moment. 
Remember that you are not alone and each of the 
resource sources can be used by other players, but 
the better your equipment is, the bigger piece of 
this pie you will bite off!



Technology / OnChain

Our game is completely OnChain - all mechanics, game 

commands, fights are completely stored and processed in 

the blockchain. Even the graphical information of most of 

the tokens used in the game is generated at the time of the 

request by the blockchain function.

It was a test for us to use OnChain technologies and it was 

passed. The result is collections that are stored directly in 

the blockchain itself unlike most other NFTs, which in fact 

just store a link to the corresponding picture on a 

third-party network.

OnChain is a more complex approach, but they are 
closer to the essence of NFT.

WATCH THE VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/732546108


GEMS is the game currency that the owner of the NFT can 

get for economic activity or battles.

The currency is spent both on in-game activities 

(acceleration of production, additional features, etc.) and 

out-of-game activities (merch).

Staking is a combination of different ways to get the GEMS 

game currency by directly freezing tokens or using them in 

game activities.

The simplest staking method assumes that, depending 

on the staking period, the owner of the token will receive a 

daily reward in GEMS, but the player can take the earned 

gems only after the end of the staking period or the 

minimum staking period.

More complex in-game methods can significantly 

increase the amount received, but require constant 

attention

Token Staking



Metaverse

The wide variety of islands dictates the variability of game 

approaches to building your own trading empire.

Trade the best on the planet or build the strongest military 

alliance - the choice is yours!



  DAO is a way for the community to collectively solve 

common tasks. The central idea is for token holders to vote 

for useful initiatives, each of which can make our 

community stronger.

A certain percentage of the commission of secondary 

resales on Open Sea will be sent to the DAO fund.

DAO



Sale of the SeaSides collection

Sale of the Sands collection

Distribution of the
Seaman Avatar collection

Distribution of the
Nomad Avatar collection

Development of a visual concept

Development of game mechanics

Publishing a whitepaper

Marketing activities

Release of pre-launch collections 
(Aeroplanes+Aviators)

Launching the staking system

Launching resource farming

Launching a resource recycling system

Launching the military system

Launching the DAO

Release of the game merch collection

Roadmap

WE'RE HERE

https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-nomad
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-seaman
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-seasides
https://opensea.io/collection/onchain-sands


Team

We are an experienced team of artists, game designers, developers with extensive experience of projects at the intersection of art and technology.

BLISS
Engineer and developer,

co-founder

ALEX ONCHAIN
Art-director and artist,

co-founder

JOE T.S.
Game designer

TIMO
Developer

ZURA S.
Artist

AYA D. 
Artist

DAVE A.Z. 
Motion graphic artist






